
FAQ
General Questions 

Ante Up. When does the “Ante Up” card take effect? 
As soon as its revealed (meaning when it becomes the top card of the bank deck), that’s when you tuck it under the 5th slot in the bank. Its new effects take place at the start of the 
next player’s turn. 

Ante Overflow. If my gem pile is full and I have to ante, what happens? 
Any gems you’d add beyond 14 are added to your incoming zone as gem-tokens instead. 

Destroying Creatures. Does the height bonus help me destroy creatures? 
No. If a creature has a blue 3 in the lower right corner, you need to really break 3 blue gems in your gem pile with one crash to destroy the creature. The height bonus doesn’t help. 

Multiple Supers. If I crash 8 gems of one color, will that activate that super twice in a  row? 
Yes. 

Double Crash. If the first crash of a card that double crashes activates my super, what happens exactly? 
You must finish everything the first card, so you must then complete the second crash. Then the super activates, then you can continue with your action phase. 

Overload (Purple Super). Can you Overload an opponent with the scepter’s command decision to instantly bust them before they can do anything about it? 
No. Command decision takes place after the end of their turn and whether they bust is checked at end of turn. If you Overload them just after that which results in them having 
more than 10 gems, they have until the end of their NEXT turn to save themself. 

Trickshot (Green Super). How does the timing of Trickshot work? 
When the super activates, you immediately put a bank card in your hand, even if it’s not your turn. You can only play cards on your turn though. The chosen card costs 0 actions to 
play until the end of your action phase, or until it leaves your hand by discarding. To make it easier to track, might put the card sideways on the table, to remind everyone that it’s 
free to play. 

Buy Cost. Does the order matter when you have multiple adjustments to my buy cost? 
No. For example, if you have -2 and +1 adjustments, that totals -1 regardless of the order. You can’t go below 0, but you can while you are still computing. 

Are discard piles face up? 
Yes. The content of all discard piles is public knowledge and any player can check any discard pile at any time. 

Characters 

Grave - Sword Slice. This does nothing if you only have one gem in your gem pile. 
Valerie - Chromatic Orb. This does nothing if you only have one gem in your gem pile. 
Setsuki - Double Take. Double taking a crash that fills your blue super meter results in you having to end your action phase, then any incoming gems drop, then your blue super 
triggers. Also, when Double Taking a Sucker Punch, you get 3 crashes total. 
DeGrey - Tyrant Crusher. The 50% bonus is applied BEFORE adding the height bonus.  
Argagarg - Bubble Shield. A “Block card” means the word “block” is shown as the card type in the small gray box. It doesn’t mean you actually blocked any gems. 

Grand Melee Deck 

Bloodlust. If your next crash is a deep crash, that still counts as a crash, so Bloodlust does make it unblockable.  
Dash. “Crash card” means the word “crash” is shown as the card type in the small gray box. 
Thieves’ Gambit. You only refill the bank (by sliding cards to the left, the filling the 4th then 5th slot) AFTER putting both bank cards in your hand and playing them both. 

Birthday Bash Deck 

Gemscout Owl. This triggers only after your drop is complete. For example, if the bank colors are green, pink, blue, purple, purple and you drop 5, when the drop is finished your 
top two gems are both purple. In this case, Gemscout Owl wouldn’t destroy any gems because your two topmost gems are the same color.  
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Tabletopia Setup 
Getting started on the Tabletopia version requires a little bit of manual setup, but 
you’ll get the hang of it quickly enough. Make sure to go through the Tabletopia 
tutorial so you know how to do things like making stacks of cards. 

Make sure to select a bank and the number of players first, using the drop-down 
menu on the Tabletopia lobby screen. The bank will be pre-shuffled and dealt for you. 
For first-time players, we recommend using the Grand Melee bank deck. 

Choose Characters and Prepare Your Own Deck 
Each player should choose a character and add their three cards to their own base deck, as shown in the instructions. Click the character’s 
cards once to highlight the stack, then click and drag the highlighted stack to pick it up as a stack.  

Drag it to your starter deck and, still holding the mouse button, hover the cursor over your starter deck until the starter deck turns orange. 
When it does, you can release the mouse button, and it will add the cards to the top of the deck. 

Click the deck to highlight it, then drag it to the “deck” space on your board. Right-click it and select “Shuffle” to shuffle 
the deck. 

Click and drag from the deck (while it’s not highlighted) to draw a card, and drag it to the bottom of the window to place 
it into your hand. You can also use the mouse scroll wheel to draw multiple cards  
at once, or right-click and select the “Draw” function in the right-click menu to draw cards directly into your hand. 

Other Helpful Notes for Playing in Tabletopia 
The “Incoming” tokens on each player board are special Tabletopia pieces. You can use the mouse scroll wheel to change the number, or 
press space while hovering the cursor over one to get more detailed control. This should help keep things a little neater when playing the 
digital version! 

To discard your hand, the easiest way to do it is to drag one card from your hand to your board’s 
discard slot (if there isn’t one there already as a “seed” for a stack), then right-click one card from your 
hand, choose “select all,” and then drag them out to make a stack on the card in the discard slot (wait 
for the glow!). 

To cycle your deck when you run out of cards in your draw deck, click the discard pile once to highlight, 
then click again and drag to the “DECK” slot on the left. It’ll turn face-down on its own when you place it there. Then right-click and select 
“Shuffle,” and draw any remaining cards as appropriate.


